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When shop owner Sarah Grayson's elderly friend Maddie becomes the prime suspect in a murder, Sarah and her cat Elvis investigate in order to clear Maddie's name.
Ryli Sinclair had no idea moonlighting as the forensic photographer for the Granville Police Department would put her in the direct path of a crazed killer. Determined to capture the murderer before she's next in line, Ryli enlists the help
of her best friend, Paige, and her elderly great-aunt Shirley, a former private investigator. Driving Aunt Shirley's coveted 1965 Falcon for inspiration, Ryli and the girls chase down clues and the murderer...all with comical results. If
only the handsome chief of police, Garrett Kimble, wasn't hampering her every move.
A Perfectly Proper Murder All Maddie wants is to restart her overseas career. Instead, she gets a small-town paranormal museum, a fresh corpse, and a ghost-detecting cat. With her high school bully as one of the detectives in charge of
the investigation, Maddie doubts justice will be served. And when one of her best friends is arrested, she’s certain it won’t be. Juggling ghost hunters, obsessed taxidermists, and the handsome motorcyclist next door, Maddie must solve this
murder—and fast—before she becomes the next ghost in the museum. A hilarious whodunit packed with quirky characters, a cat with an attitude, and murder, this light paranormal mystery is perfect for fans of Jana DeLeon, Laura
Childs, and Juliet Blackwell. Buy book 1 in the Paranormal Museum mystery series and start this charming cozy mystery today. Praise: "A delightful new series."—Library Journal (starred review) "A quirky murder mystery with plenty
of small town charm."—ForeWord Reviews “A clever combination of characters.”—Kirkus Reviews “Humor, hints of romance, and twists and turns galore elevate this cozy.”—Publishers Weekly “A great new series full of quirky charm
and lovable characters. I can't wait to read the next mystery featuring skeptic Maddie at the Perfectly Proper Paranormal Museum.” —Gigi Pandian, USA Today bestselling author of the Accidental Alchemist & the Jaya Jones Treasure
Hunt mysteries
As the White House's organic gardener, Casey Calhoun is up to her elbows in dirt. But when someone starts tampering with the Presidential vegetable garden, embarrassing the First lady-and a hard-nosed investigative reporter is found
dead, Casey realizes that the next thing buried in the dirt might just be her...
A Cozy Murder Mystery
Chocolate Filled Murder
The Chocolate Pirate Plot
Chocolate Chills
Luscious Pastry at a Lethal Party

New York Times bestselling author and Queen of Culinary Mysteries, Joanne Fluke, returns with a new recipe-filled installment of Hannah Swensen's adventures in Lake Eden,
Minnesota, as the baker and super sleuth must solve a murder to keep her sister out of jail! Spring has sprung in Lake Eden, Minnesota, but Hannah Swensen doesn't have
time to stop and smell the roses--not with hot cross buns to make, treats to bake, and a sister to exonerate... Hannah's up to her ears with Easter orders rushing in at The
Cookie Jar, plus a festive meal to prepare for a dinner party at her mother's penthouse. But everything comes crashing to a halt when Hannah receives a panicked call from
her sister Andrea--Mayor Richard Bascomb has been murdered...and Andrea is the prime suspect. Even with his reputation for being a bully, Mayor Bascomb had been
unusually testy in the days leading up to his death, leaving Hannah to wonder if he knew he was in danger. There are plenty of suspects to sift through for sure. And as orders
pile up at The Cookie Jar--and children line up for Easter egg hunts--Hannah must spring into investigation mode and identify the real killer...before another murder happens!
Not even Lake Eden's nosiest residents suspected Hannah Swensen would go from idealistic newlywed to betrayed wife in a matter of weeks. But as a deadly mystery unfolds
in town, the proof is in the pudding . . . When The Cookie Jar becomes the setting of a star-studded TV special about movies filmed in Minnesota, Hannah hopes to shine the
spotlight on her bakery--not the unsavory scandal swirling around her personal life. But that's practically impossible with a disturbing visit from the shifty character she once
believed was her one and only love, a group of bodyguards following her every move, and a murder victim in her bedroom. As suspects emerge and secrets hit close to home,
Hannah and an old flame team up must serve a hefty helping of justice to an unnamed killer prowling around Lake Eden . . . before someone takes a slice out of her Features
Over a Dozen Cookie and Dessert Recipes from The Cookie Jar "Hannah's fans will relish following Hannah's journey as she heals and becomes stronger, surrounded by the
love of family and the many familiar, quirky residents of Lake Eden." --Booklist
Are Joyce and Brenda on a wild goose chase? Has the murderer already been caught?Joyce and Brenda love running Donuts on the Move and business is thriving. They have
recently started giving some of the leftover donuts to some homeless people that have set up camp in the woods. Including the eccentric Juniper who Joyce has become
friendly with. But then the owner of a local pizza place is found murdered. When Juniper is found with the murder weapon in his hand, the case seems cut and dried. But
Joyce believes he is innocent and convinces Brenda to join her to try and find the real murderer. Joyce and Brenda are on a mission to find out the truth and land up in a
whole lot of trouble! Will they be able to stay alive long enough to catch the killer?Recipe Included: Cinnamon Sugar Donut HolesJoin Joyce and Brenda for a heartwarming
cozy mystery with enduring friendships, delicious donuts and a little romance by USA Today and Wall Street Journal Bestselling Author Cindy Bell.Buy Donut Holes and
Homicide and start solving the mystery today.
Her new home in the country comes with an antiquated historical society, a sour-faced next-door neighbor, and a murder victim on her front lawn...Cassie Alberta needs a
fresh start. Leaving the big city to put her husband's death behind her, she's immediately charmed by the quaint little town of Little Leaf Creek, even though her first
encounter with her neighbor's dog and goats shows her that she has a lot to learn about country life. But her delight quickly turns to alarm when one of her first visitors is a
dead body.Shocked when she's accused of the crime, Cassie partners with her reclusive ex-cop neighbor to find the real killer. And when two handsome locals grab her
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attention, she finds the simple life she had hoped for in the small town has just become a whole lot more complicated. As the suspect list grows and the attempts on her life
increase, simply surviving may be an impossible feat.Can Cassie catch the true culprit before her final address is jail?Recipe included: Vanilla CakeChaos in Little Leaf Creek is
the fast-paced first book in the Little Leaf Creek Cozy Mystery Series. If you like unexpected twists and turns, lively personalities, lovable animals and a never-ending list of
suspicious characters, then you'll love Cindy Bell's heartwarming whodunnit.Buy Chaos in Little Leaf Creek to start solving the murder today!
A Chocoholic Mystery
A Small Town Cupcake Cozy Mystery
A Laugh-Out-Loud Cozy Mystery
Gobble, Gobble Murder
Mystic Mayhem
The Scarlet Pepper
Sweet shop owner turned amateur sleuth in a cozy seaside town full of mystery and murder. It is the start of a new venture for Margaret and her son, Zach, setting up their dream candy store,
Nichol's Candy Store. With the business owners around her, there is never a dull moment - from Stacy Koontz the café owner, Mr. Stewart, the dog-groomer who needs a new personality, and
Simone Peretti, who is as eccentric as the antiques she sells. It was nothing Margaret couldn't handle, until their neighbor, Dorothy, was found murdered. A woman who was hated by everyone
- making the entire neighborhood a suspect. On top of that long list is the new resident, Kyle, who's kind-hearted beneath a gruff around the gills hard coating. Wanting justice for Dorothy and
Kyle, Margaret decides to investigate this mystery herself. With an attractive detective by her side, it'll lead to more connections than she ever anticipated. Is she sweet enough to solve this
sour blooded mystery? Previously published as Gumballs and Murder. This version has been completely rewritten. This cozy mystery is a clean read: no graphic violence, sex, or strong
language. It can be read in one to two hours. It is perfect for those moments when you are waiting at an appointment or want to enjoy a quick read.
Fiorella and Mama Rose are two pups that have, what seems to be, the perfect life until one day their guardian drops them off at a shelter. Fiorella is left feeling abandoned and unloved
wondering what she has done wrong. As the two anxiously wait to be adopted, Fiorella tries to change herself, thinking that would help her and her mama be adopted. Once she realizes being
her imperfect self is enough, something wonderful happens.
Ally and Charlotte Sweet love working together at 'Charlotte's Chocolate Heaven' making chocolate delights. Ally is excited to finally be meeting Charlotte's friend, Jeff, who has a special place
in Charlotte's heart. But everything is put on hold when Jeff is accused of murder. Charlotte believes that he is innocent and enrolls the help of Ally to try and clear his name. Arnold, their
lovable pot-bellied pig, and Peaches, their trusted cat, support them in their investigative endeavors. But with the evidence piling up against Jeff it is a race against the clock to find the
murderer before he lands up permanently behind bars.Will Charlotte and Ally be able to link together the chain of clues to solve the murder? Or has Charlotte been deceived and Jeff really is
the murderer? Recipe Included: Gooey Chocolate CakesThis is book 8 in the Chocolate Centered Cozy Mystery Series. The main mystery is solved in each book, but the series is best enjoyed
when read in order.
When it turns out a member of Warner Pier’s library board has been living on borrowed time, Lee is determined to discover who wrote the victim’s final chapter… Running TenHuis Chocolade
keeps Lee McKinney Woodyard busy enough, but now she’s been offered two different positions in the town of Warner Pier—one on the tourism committee and another on the library board. To
decide between the two, she goes to Warner Pier’s historic library to check out the board’s monthly meeting. As usual, rumors are flying through the small town—this time, they’re about the
rugged new library director, Henry “Butch” Cassidy, and the changes he allegedly plans to make. Butch is indeed attractive—but Lee doesn’t get a chance to find out about his proposed
changes. A few minutes into the meeting, the discussion is interrupted by the terrified screams of the library clerk. She has discovered the lifeless body of Abigail VanRoostock, a prim and
proper retiring member of the board, crumpled in a heap at the bottom of the basement stairs. Suddenly, everyone in attendance, including Lee, is suspected in her murder. And as Lee finds
out, they’ve all got something to hide… INCLUDES TASTY CHOCOLATE TRIVIA!
Double Fudge Felony
Chocolate Chip Cookie Murder
The Chocolate Magic Café
Bewitched By Chocolate Mysteries - Book 7
A Family Mystery, an Epic Quest, and the Secret to Belonging
Chocolate Mousse Attack
The eighth book in the BESTSELLING Sandy Bay Cozy Mystery series! I loved the book. Great characters. I can't wait to read more of her books. The end of year Sandy Bay festival is an opportunity for the town to display its
history, promote local businesses and attract visitors to the best kept secret in the Pacific Northwest. There's just one problem. It's always associated with an increase in crime. This year, a stranger with an unknown identity is
found dead during the fireworks display. Some of the town's residents have had enough of the annual hassle. Others would rather die than see an end to this popular festival. Meghan Truman, a new resident in Sandy Bay with a
successful bakery, is torn between either supporting an event that shines a light on all the good things about her adopted hometown or showing allegiance to a dear friend who is leading the cause to ban the festival. With the
town on the brink of a riot, no forthcoming clues to help Detective Jack Irvin in his murder investigation, Meghan must retain the hot passion that has seen her business and relationships prosper thus far while she confronts cold
bodies all around. The clock is ticking... A murder investigation is growing cold... Will Meghan provide the spark that unlocks this murder mystery? Book 8 in the Bestselling Sandy Bay Cozy Mystery series, which can be read in
one to two hours! Perfect for a lunchtime read or on a commute to/from work. If you want to enjoy a quick light-hearted read, with an amateur female sleuth, mouth-watering culinary desserts and a gripping murder mystery with
a touch of romance, then you'll love Meghan Truman and all the quirky characters in Sandy Bay. No cliffhanger, swearing or graphic scenes! Buy Hot Chocolate and Cold Bodies to find out how this cozy mystery is solved.
Suzie Allen gets a call to inform her that her estranged Uncle Harry has passed away and has unexpectedly left her Dune House, a beautiful house on the beach that was once a Bed and Breakfast. With her best friend, Mary,
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going through a messy divorce, the two decide to get away and go to the small town of Garber to see the house. Despite the stunning setting, the house has been neglected for years and is in a terrible state of disrepair. Suzie and
Mary make the decision to refurbish the house together. But then, Suzie and Mary start finding evidence that maybe Uncle Harry didn't die of natural causes. Suzie's investigative background as a journalist takes over and the
ladies go on a search to discover what secrets the house holds. Will these secrets reveal a dark side to Suzie's strange cousin, Jason? Was the decision to refurbish Dune House the worst mistake of their lives? Or is this the
beginning of an exciting new chapter?
Thirteen chocolates. Thirteen heirs. One stab at a decadent fortune. Legendary chocolatier, Ulysses Chandler has died, leaving his historic Smoky Mountain mansion and world-famous chocolate factory behind. Single mom,
Anna Clementine, has left her minimum-wage waitress job to collect an inheritance from a man she never met. The catch? There are twelve other heirs, with twelve outrageous personalities, and one of them doesn't like to share.
As chapters literally start counting down, confections and heirs simultaneously disappear. Until- Then there was one...and it's a KILLER.
From the USA Today bestselling writing team of Sally J. Smith & Jean Steffens comes a hilarious first book in a brand new mystery series that will keep you guessing until the end... Melanie Hamilton is not your average artist.
She brings home the bacon by inking tattoos at New Orleans's Mansion at Mystic Isle, a resort in the middle of the bayou that caters to fans of the peculiar and paranormal, but her true passion comes alive when she volunteers
restoring Katrina-ravaged landmarks. Between her day job, her restoration work, and selling her paintings in Jackson Square, Mel's life is more hectic than Bourbon Street on Fat Tuesday. But when a guest of the resort, a
millionaire's widow, is poisoned, and Melanie's close friend is arrested for the murder, things go from hectic to downright dangerous. Mel joins forces with the resort's delish manager, Jack Stockton, to prove her friend's
innocence. Soon they find themselves dealing with séances, secret passages, the ghost of the millionaire himself, gators, swamp rats, and a sinister killer who proves that not everything is what it seems in the Louisiana bayou.
Come on along, and get your creep on. Mystic Isle Mysteries: Mystic Mayhem (book #1) Mystic Mojo (shorts story in the Killer Beach Reads collection) Mystic Mistletoe Murder (book #2) Mystic Mischief (book #3) Mystic
Deception (book #4) What critics are saying about Sally J. Smith & Jean Steffens: "A great series and smart plot told at breakneck pace...great characters, sexy, tough, intelligent, and witty....the perfect companion for the beach,
planes, trains and everything else in between." —The New York Journal of Books "Smart and sassy. Classy with a twist of wry humor and just enough sentiment and romance to reel you in and keep you hanging until the end.
Smith and Steffens, partners in crime, have struck gold. —Kathleen M. Rodgers, author of Johnnie Come Lately and The Final Salute "Stealing the Moon & Stars is an impossible book to put down. Jordan and Eddie are the best
mystery solving duo since Nick and Nora. Is there a fire alarm ringing? Because their relationship is smokin’ hot!” —Jenn McKinlay, New York Times bestselling author of the Cupcake Bakery Mysteries and the Library Lover’s
Mysteries "The action and sexual tension are as hot as an Arizona summer. The Shea Investigations team put their lives, and their hearts, on the line in this action-packed crime novel.” —Lesa's Book Critiques "This mystery
unfolds with humorous zingers. Tingling with sexual tension, this is a satisfying read. I highly recommend it!" —Nancy Redd, author of The Canyon's Edge
Witch Chocolate Fudge (LARGE PRINT)
Picture Perfect Murder
Strawberry Cream Cupcake & Murder (A Dana Sweet Cozy Mystery Book 1)
Murder, Lies and Chocolate
Salted Caramel Sorcery
Custom-Made Murder

An acclaimed journalist travels the globe to solve the mystery of her ancestry, confronting the question at the heart of the American experience of
immigration, race, and identity: Who are my people? “A thoughtful, beautiful meditation on what makes us who we are . . . and the values and ideals that
bind us together as Americans.”—Barack Obama “A rich and revealing memoir . . . Futureface raises urgent questions having to do with history and
complicity.”—The New York Times The daughter of a Burmese mother and a white American father, Alex Wagner grew up thinking of herself as a
“futureface”—an avatar of a mixed-race future when all races would merge into a brown singularity. But when one family mystery leads to another,
Wagner’s post-racial ideals fray as she becomes obsessed with the specifics of her own family’s racial and ethnic history. Drawn into the wild world of
ancestry, she embarks upon a quest around the world—and into her own DNA—to answer the ultimate questions of who she really is and where she
belongs. The journey takes her from Burma to Luxembourg, from ruined colonial capitals with records written on banana leaves to Mormon databases,
genetic labs, and the rest of the twenty-first-century genealogy complex. But soon she begins to grapple with a deeper question: Does it matter? Is our
enduring obsession with blood and land, race and identity, worth all the trouble it’s caused us? Wagner weaves together fascinating history, genetic
science, and sociology but is really after deeper stuff than her own ancestry: in a time of conflict over who we are as a country, she tries to find the story
where we all belong. Praise for Futureface “Smart, searching . . . Meditating on our ancestors, as Wagner’s own story shows, can suggest better ways of
being ourselves.”—Maud Newton, The New York Times Book Review “Sincere and instructive . . . This timely reflection on American identity, with a bonus
exposé of DNA ancestry testing, deserves a wide audience.”—Library Journal “The narrative is part Mary Roach–style participation-heavy research, part
family history, and part exploration of existential loneliness. . . . The journey is worth taking.”—Kirkus Reviews “[A] ruminative exploration of ethnicity
and identity . . . Wagner’s odyssey is an effective riposte to anti-immigrant politics.”—Publishers Weekly
It is Christmastime in Blue River. Charlotte and Ally Sweet are run off their feet dealing with the holiday rush at Charlotte's Chocolate Heaven. Mrs. Bing,
Mrs. Cale and Mrs. White are up to their usual shenanigans, eating chocolate and spreading gossip. It seems to be the season for crime in the small town
of Blue River. Thefts and petty crimes are rife. Ally's hunky boyfriend, Detective Luke Elm, is flat out trying to ensure that Blue River is crime free and
justice is served.But things become far more serious when a resident of Blue River is found murdered. Mrs. Bing is determined to help find out who
murdered her friend and asks Ally to join her in her investigative efforts. With a little help from Charlotte, Mrs. Cale and Mrs. White, as well as Ally and
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Charlotte's trusty companions, Arnold their pot-bellied pig, and Peaches their feline-friend, they do a little sleuthing. The sleuths reveal a mountain of
clues and suspects and land up wrapped up in some risky situations. Has their luck run out or will they get a Christmas miracle?Will the crooks be caught,
and the murderer found in time for Christmas? Will the wrong person land up behind bars for the holiday season? Or worse, will one of the sleuths not be
around to celebrate Christmas ever again?Recipe Included: Chocolate Crinkle Cookies Read Christmas Cookies and Criminals by USA Today and Wall
Street Journal Bestselling Author Cindy Bell and join Ally, Charlotte, Arnold, Peaches and their friends for a delicious, heartwarming holiday whodunit
that will keep you glued to the page!!
In this eighteenth mystery in the national bestselling Chocoholic series, a gang of crooks with a wicked sweet tooth wreaks havoc on the resort town of
Warner Pier, and it's up to Lee Woodyard to rout the hungry rascals. A frantic late-night phone call from her right-hand woman Dolly Jolly brings Lee
Woodyard to the scene of a break-in at the Warner Pier jewelry store next door to TenHuis Chocolade. To her shock, the suspect being held at gunpoint by
police is Dolly's boyfriend, Mike Westerly, who was recently hired as a night watchman specifically to prevent break-ins. Dolly hopes Lee can help
straighten out the crazy misunderstanding. Even crazier? The thieves took nothing of value from the jewelry store, only swiping some snacks. It's another
in a series of break-ins by burglars the media has dubbed the Cookie Monsters. They've been hitting shops selling everything from sunglasses to shoes but
stealing only sweets: lollipops, cookies, even chewing gum! It all seems pretty funny--until the discovery of a dead body. With her friends and community
in danger, Lee must stop one very sour killer before someone else comes to a bitter end.
When Charlotte McKay's new friend is accused of murder, she will do anything to solve the crime. When Charlotte befriends Lisa Swanson, her dreams of
owning a cupcake bakery finally begin to come true. But when a body is discovered and all signs point to Lisa being the guilty one, Charlotte doesn't know
what to believe. Murder isn't the only crime that Charlotte uncovers in her quest to clear Lisa's name. When secret sins come to light, soon the plucky
citizens in the small town of Sweetwater Falls don't seem quite so innocent anymore. "Double Fudge Felony" is filled with layered clues and cozy moments,
written by Molly Maple, which is a pen name for a USA Today bestselling author.
A Frosted Love Cozy Mystery
Futureface
Hot Chocolate and Cold Bodies
Chocolate Cream Pie Murder
Chaos in Little Leaf Creek
The Secret Library Cozy Mysteries
When Carrie Ann Cole bakes a lemon meringue pie to die for that actually kills someone, she must find out who the real killer is before her time at the
Kensington Palace expires. The elegant Orangery at Kensington Palace is the perfect setting for the bridal shower of Carrie Ann Cole’s best friend’s
sister. Personal chef to the royal family, Carrie Ann’s pie theme is naturally winning. But a waiter later keels over dead into the lemon meringue pie
she leaves as a thank-you to the staff and Carrie Ann realizes that somebody slipped a mickey into that meringue. Her floury fingerprints are all over
that pie and the authorities suspect her distress is a cover-up for murder. Carrie Ann must set out to clear her name if she wants to stay at her dream
job any longer. But all too soon, another body drops in the Orangery. This time, it’s the Orangery chef. Murder won’t crimp her style, and as bodies
pile up, Carrie Ann uncovers palace intrigue, London nightlife, and British pies scouring for the killer in Lord of the Pies, the witty follow-up to
Nell Hampton’s Kale to the Queen.
***BONUS RECIPES INCLUDED!*** Reverse your stress at Cozy Cupcakes Café. Remember, ‘stressed’ is ‘desserts’ spelled backwards! Her ex-fiancé ran off
with her money, her dreams, and her best friend. But that won’t stop Dana Sweet from trying to make a fresh new start. They say the best revenge is
sweet success and that’s what Dana plans to do. Turn the struggling cupcake café she inherited from her grandmother into a success. Dana takes a chance
and re-opens the café under a new name, Cozy Cupcakes Café, where frosted cupcakes are served with a spoon and delivered with a sweet fortune cookielike message to brighten customers’ days. But moving back to Berry Cove in Ontario is not as easy as it looks. For one thing, Dana is not welcomed to
town by her competitor. Moreover, the employees at the bake shop haven’t warmed up to her yet. And when the Berry Cove Gazette food critic who gave the
café a scathing review turns up dead, all sticky fingers point to Dana. And now a gorgeous detective has her under surveillance... A Dana Sweet Cozy
Mystery series: Strawberry Cream Cupcake & Murder (Book 1) Blueberry Cream Cupcake & Murder (Book 2) Chocolate Cream Cupcake & Murder (Book 3)
Strawberry Meringue Cupcake & Murder (Book 3.5) Vanilla Cream Cupcake & Murder (Book 4) Holiday Cream Cupcake & Murder (Book 5) Valentine’s Cupcake &
Murder (Book 6) Buttercream Cupcake & Murder (Book 7) Coconut Cream Cupcake & Murder (Book 8) Cherry Cream Cupcake & Murder (Book 9) Chocolate Chip
Cupcake & Murder (Book 10)
For Lucy Stone, Thanksgiving in Tinker’s Cove, Maine, is more than just gathering friends and family in gratitude. It’s also about catching a killer or
two . . . Turkey Day Murder Tinker’s Cove has a long history of Thanksgiving festivities, from visits with TomTom Turkey to the annual Warriors high
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school football game and Lucy Stone’s impressive pumpkin pie. But this year, someone has added murder to the menu, and Lucy intends to discover who left
Metinnicut Indian activist Curt Nolan deader than the proverbial Thanksgiving turkey . . . Turkey Trot Murder Besides the annual Turkey Trot 5K on
Thanksgiving Day, Lucy expects the approaching holiday to be a relatively uneventful one—until she finds beautiful Alison Franklin dead and frozen in
Blueberry Pond. As a state of unrest descends on Tinker’s Cove, Lucy is in a race to beat the killer to the finish line—or she can forget about stuffing
and cranberry sauce . . .
A mysterious mansion, a suspicious death, and a cat too smart for its own good...When Laura Lee took the summer job as a housekeeper at the old
Thornberry Estate, she knew it was a creepy place, but she had no idea how creepy. Mrs. Fitzwater warned her to keep her mind on her work and her nose
in her own business, but one thing after another leads her astray, between the mansion giving up its puzzles as she goes about her work, fun secrets to
share with the clever ladies in her book club who are always up for a mystery, and a cat that seems to know more than she does. The death of a chauffeur
just outside the estate gates changes everything and suddenly creepy turns to deadly as Laura Lee finds herself in the middle of a murder investigation.
When the police seem unable to solve the crime, can Laura Lee and her intrepid club find the killer before the killer finds Laura Lee?
Donut Holes and Homicide
The Chocolate Raccoon Rigmarole
Chocolate Grudge
Chocolate Covered Murder
A Kensington Palace Chef Mystery
Triple Chocolate Cheesecake Murder

After leaving Louisiana behind, Chas and Missy move to Florida and buy the memorable little bed and breakfast where they spent their honeymoon. But all is not well in the
sunshine state. Strange disappearances and mysterious unexplained deaths begin to haunt the cozy little town until Detective Chas Beckett is called back into action to
investigate. Meanwhile, Missy makes acquiantances with a widowed interior decorator not long after opening a tea room next to the bed and breakfast. Her story is almost as
mystifying as the Detective's unsolved crimes. Are the two linked somehow?
A phone call at two a.m. is never good news. But there’s bad news and then there’s strange news. Lindsay’s two a.m. call is a plea for help. There’s a woman in Fred’s closet
and he can’t get her out. Their new neighbor, Sophie Fleming, has taken up sleepwalking, straight into Fred’s house and his bedroom closet. She’s having nightmares about the
brutal stabbing of a little girl named Carolyn. But Carolyn was her imaginary childhood friend. Lindsay, Fred, Trent, Paula and Henry must solve a twenty-year old murder with no
bodies, no DNA and no proof the victims ever existed. How can someone who never lived be murdered? Why is Sophie seeing it happen in Fred's bedroom? Why is she hiding in
his closet? Will his clothes even fit her?
First in the New York Times-bestselling mystery series: “A cleverly plotted cozy full of appealing characters and delicious cookie recipes.”—Publishers Weekly Take one amateur
sleuth. Mix in some eccentric Minnesota locals. Add a generous dollop of crackling suspense, and you've got the recipe for this mystery series featuring Hannah Swensen, the
red-haired, cookie-baking heroine whose gingersnaps are almost as tart as her comments and whose penchant for solving crime is definitely stirring things up. While dodging
her mother’s attempts to marry her off, Hannah runs The Cookie Jar, Lake Eden’s most popular bakery. But after Ron LaSalle, the beloved deliveryman from the Cozy Cow Dairy,
is found murdered behind her bakery—with Hannah’s famous Chocolate Chip Crunchies scattered around him—she’s determined not to let her cookies get a bad reputation, so
she sets out to track down a killer. But if she doesn’t watch her back, Hannah’s sweet life may get burned to a crisp. “Culinary cozies don’t get any tastier than this winning
series.”—Library Journal
Charlotte Mission is no longer a spy-in-hiding. After a recent brush with the ‘underground,’ Charlie’s happy to be back at the Gossip Inn, serving as the assistant to her retired
spy grandmother. This time, however, she’s got her sights set on capturing her ex-husband. Kyle Turner has arrived in Gossip seeking revenge, and if Charlotte doesn’t stop
him, there’s no telling how many people will suffer. But everything’s under control. Charlie and Gamma are in position, and the agency is sure to step in before things get wild.
That is until one of the assistants in the kitten foster center is murdered, sending the Texas small town into a blind panic. Can Charlie and Gamma solve the case and stop Kyle
before they pay the ultimate price?
I Love You, Fiorella, Flaws and All!
The Whole Cat and Caboodle
Christmas Cookies and Criminals
The Chocolate Book Bandit
Tall Tails Secret Book Club
Chocolate Cheesecake & Murder

When poisoned bon-bons lead to the demise of an obnoxious trophy wife--and the town troublemaker--during Divinity's Tenth Annual Confectionary Competition, candy shop owner
Abby Shaw must find a sticky-fingered killer bent on sweet revenge. Original.
It is almost Christmas and Charlotte and Ally Sweet are excited to be making delicious chocolate creations, planning for the upcoming Christmas celebrations and Ally and
Detective Luke Elm's impending wedding. But... their plans come to a grinding halt when someone is murdered. With Christmas just around the corner everyone wants the
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murderer caught so that Christmas can go off without a hitch. So, Ally and Charlotte decide to lend a helping hand. Along with their adorable pot-bellied pig, Arnold, and
mischievous feline-friend, Peaches, they do a little snooping. But they uncover more than they anticipated and have to unravel a perplexing mixture of clues and suspects in order
to get to the truth. Will the murderer be revealed before there is another victim? Or will their Christmas celebrations need to be put on hold?Recipe Included: Chocolate Yule Log
Join Charlotte, Ally, Arnold and Peaches for a fun, puzzling, Christmas-themed cozy mystery by USA Today and Wall Street Journal Bestselling Author Cindy Bell.
Ally and Charlotte Sweet are catering dessert for a cocktail party hosted by the Mayor and Deputy Mayor. The party is swarming with the rich and powerful of the area. Ally and
Charlotte's primary concern is to bake delicious chocolate tarts so the reputation of 'Charlotte's Chocolate Heaven' is upheld. But when someone dies at the party everything is
turned on its head. When foul play is discovered and it is suspected that the tarts might be to blame Ally and Charlotte, with the help of Ally's cat, Peaches, and Charlotte's potbellied pig, Arnold, do everything they can to find out who the murderer is. Their investigations antagonize the wrong people and not only jeopardize the future of the shop, but
their safety as well. Will Ally and Charlotte find the murderer before there is another victim? Or will their investigation lead them down a dangerous path with no way to turn
back? Recipe Included: Chocolate Ganache tarts with Raspberries! Luscious Pastry at a Lethal Party is book 5 in the Chocolate Centered Cozy Mystery Series. The main mystery is
solved in each book, but the series is best enjoyed when read in order.
Ally Sweet is happy to be returning for a short break to the small town where she grew up. She is planning on using the time off to get over her messy divorce and she is looking
forward to spending time with her much-loved grandmother and relaxing making chocolates and anything chocolaty. But then... the delivery driver for her grandmother's
chocolate shop is found murdered. The detectives investigating the crime have a prime suspect, Ally's high school sweetheart, Brent. Ally believes that Brent would never murder
anyone, so with the help of her trusted feline friend, Peaches, she tries to uncover the truth. The search for the killer leads Ally straight into the line of danger. Will she be able
find the murderer before she becomes a victim herself?
Seaside Secrets
Bewitched By Chocolate Mysteries - Book 2
The Perfectly Proper Paranormal Museum
Chocolate Dipped Death
The Sweet Smell of Murder
A Mystic Isle Mystery
Create your own magical moment! Grab a coffee and maybe some chocolate while you dive into this cozy mystery!Magda Caraganic already is a successful chocolatier. When she inherits an old stable from her aunt, she decides
to convert it into a chocolate shop and café. The best contractor to help with the conversion is the man she has argued with since she was fifteen. The work sparks off spirit activity marked by the appearance of a mysterious ghost
cat. Magda's beautiful Birman cat, Crystal, starts to act strangely. What can it all mean? This is a story of friendship, friendly ghosts, cats, chocolate and true love.
Book 2 of the Prairie Crocus Cozy Mystery Series. Clean, wholesome fun (& murder) for all ages! Moving to quiet, scenic Prairie Crocus is the best decision Claudia Porter ever made. She’s settling in nicely - until someone from
her past shows up unannounced. Suddenly, unresolved issues can no longer be ignored. The next thing Claudia knows, there’s been a murder - and she’s at the center of the scandal. Is her idyllic new life about to be
destroyed? A fun, casual read with a thirty-something amateur sleuth. Set in a charming rural town on the Canadian prairies, this series has quirky characters, no profanity, and plenty of cats. Each book is a full-length, standalone
novel.
Brand new cozy mystery series from the creator of Pelican Cove*Enraged Baseball Star Murders College Sweetheart*The past two years have been tough for Anna Butler. Widowed at fifty five and diagnosed with a dreaded
illness soon after, she is struggling to keep it all together. Then the license for her dream café is rejected. Anna feels she can't get a break.Cassie Butler dropped a glitzy Hollywood life and came home to nurse her mother.
Penniless after being duped by her crooked manager, she isn't striving too hard to rebuild her flagging career. Living with her estranged mother after twenty years is proving to be a challenge.When a young college girl is found
dead in the woods, her boyfriend becomes the top suspect. Anna agrees to go sleuthing to help her friend's son, a bright young kid she has watched grow up. As Anna uncovers one clue after another, her faith in the boy begins to
waver. Is he really as innocent as he claims to be?Raspberry Chocolate Murder is the first juicy mystery in a brand new cozy mystery series from international Amazon bestselling author Leena Clover. Set in the small seaside
town of Dolphin Bay on the California coast, this is a fast pageturner with plenty of twists and turns and luscious food.If you love strong heroines, small town life, friendships that endure and yummy food that makes your mouth
water, you will love Dolphin Bay.Grab this beach cozy today and start reading your favorite new series.
Book 6 of the Bewitched By Chocolate Mysteries
Yule Logs and Murder
Raspberry Chocolate Murder
A Chocolate Magic Cozy Mystery
Lord of the Pies
Thirteen Chocolates

Rodney Bradford comes into Lindsay's restaurant, offers to buy her small house for double its value, eats her brownies, and drops dead on the sidewalk in front. Then someone breaks into her
house and tries to dig up her basement. Next her almost-ex-husband offers to sign the divorce papers, but only if she'll give him her small, old house and take his big, new house instead. Suddenly
everybody wants Lindsay's house. Is there oil under the basement, plans to bring the railroad through, pirate treasure buried in the basement? A second break-in occurs and causes her cat, King
Henry, to launch into full attack mode, taking a few chunks out of the intruder. Lindsay enlists the aid of her enigmatic neighbor, Fred, to help solve the mystery while trying to keep her police
detective boyfriend, Trent, from getting in their way with his insistence on all those silly cop rules. On the positive side, sales skyrocket for the special dessert Lindsay calls Murdered Man's
Brownies. Prisoners, murderers, crazy relatives and strippers are all part of the chaos in this second book of the Death by Chocolate series. BONUS! Chocolate recipes included. Poison optional.
Tenth in the national bestselling Chocoholic mystery series...sweet! Ever since Young Blackbeard became the biggest movie of the decade, everyone has caught pirate fever, including the residents
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of Warner Pier. TenHuis Chocolade is raking in the booty and selling out of chocolate treasure chests, pirate hats and ships. When Lee McKinney Woodyard and her husband Joe take their boat
out on Lake Michigan, they're stunned when a mischievous band of pirates hops on board. Lee's is the first boat boarded that summer, and the town couldn't be more amused by the mysterious
buccaneers. But when a body washes up on shore, the pirates' antics stop being so entertaining. Now Lee has to figure out the truth behind the Warner Pier Pirates, before someone else winds up
walking the plank....
A “fast-paced” mystery with “a plot that involves two rival chocolatiers, a wealthy elderly couple from Connecticut, and plenty of local gossip” (Publishers Weekly). No one in their right mind
would vacation in Maine this time of year, but to boost the economy, the town of Tinker’s Cove is launching a travel promotion for Valentine's Day. As a reporter for the Pennysaver, Lucy Stone
is assigned a puff piece on upscale Chanticleer’s Chocolates, and its deliciously handsome owner, Trey Meacham. Not the best way to keep her widening waistline under control. Soon Lucy
discovers there’s another tantalizing tart behind the counter. Sultry store manager Tamzin Graves is only too eager to serve her male customers. With a throng of jealous women in her wake, it’s
almost no surprise when Tamzin turns up dead, her body covered in chocolate. There's no sugar-coating murder, and Lucy must crisscross the snow-covered landscape as she tries to find a
heartless killer… “I like Lucy Stone a lot, and so will readers.”—Carolyn Hart, New York Times-bestselling author of the Death on Demand Mysteries “An enjoyable story.”—RT Book Reviews
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